
How to find podcasts to pitch to

Option 1: Find someone who does similar work to you and is a little bit ahead of you in
terms of press / media and do some sleuthing about where they’ve been featured.

For example, if you’re in the strength and conditioning field, you could pick the different women
from Girls Gone Strong.

Molly Galbraith

Jen Comas

Marianne Kane

How to find podcasts they’ve been on:

- Google their name + podcast
- Go to their website and see if they have a media page where any podcasts are listed
- Search their name in the podcast app
- Scroll through their Instagram and see if they have shared any episodes where they

have been featured

Start making a list of any podcast that seems promising.

Option 2: The other way to do this is to reverse engineer this. If you can’t think of a
person to follow, find a podcast that is in your genre and speaks to your audience and
then look at their guests.

For example, many of you are yoga teachers, so you could look at the guest list for a podcast
like Mindful Strength and see what guests have been featured.

Then you could pick a handful of guests and see what else they’ve been on.

Example: The Connected Yoga Teacher Podcast

One of her guests was Karen Pascoe and the topic was Yoga for Teens and Tweens.

Macklen does yoga for kids, so there might be crossover audience.

From here, I can look up Karen Pascoe to learn more about what she’s doing and where she
has been interviewed.



- https://www.stitcher.com/show/the-art-of-living-well-podcast/episode/e36-the-power-of-yo
ga-breathwork-and-understanding-your-unique-constitution-to-reduce-anxiety-in-teens-a
dults-to-quiet-the-mind-with-dr-karen-pascoe-76361241

This didn’t yield a lot of options, but you can see how she positioned this interview. You could do
the same thing, but slant it towards kids.

Option 3: Think outside the box. Start looking for podcasts that aren’t about the thing
you teach (aka yoga or Pilatees), but are geared towards the audience that you HELP.

Examples:

Macklen, you can look for podcasts for parents of kids with anxiety / that promote child
development / better parenting / ect

You could also look for podcasts for people new to hiking, hiking enthusiasts, outdoor activities /
sports. This is what I got when I searched beginner hiking in the apple podcast app:

https://www.stitcher.com/show/the-art-of-living-well-podcast/episode/e36-the-power-of-yoga-breathwork-and-understanding-your-unique-constitution-to-reduce-anxiety-in-teens-adults-to-quiet-the-mind-with-dr-karen-pascoe-76361241
https://www.stitcher.com/show/the-art-of-living-well-podcast/episode/e36-the-power-of-yoga-breathwork-and-understanding-your-unique-constitution-to-reduce-anxiety-in-teens-adults-to-quiet-the-mind-with-dr-karen-pascoe-76361241
https://www.stitcher.com/show/the-art-of-living-well-podcast/episode/e36-the-power-of-yoga-breathwork-and-understanding-your-unique-constitution-to-reduce-anxiety-in-teens-adults-to-quiet-the-mind-with-dr-karen-pascoe-76361241


If you work with the over 50 crowd look for podcasts about:

- Menopause
- Chronic pain
- Aging better
- Staying ”young”

If you care about social justice issues and you teach women’s health, you may be able to find a
feminist podcast to pitch to.

Trisha, your audience is general public and teachers and I see your work relating to brain based
training / strength / injury prevention.



This is what I got when I searched yoga injuries:

However, you could also look for strength / fitness podcasts to go on to talk about yoga as a
compliment to that. You could also go on podcasts for yoga teachers to discuss add brain based
training or the value of play.

The process for searching podcasts is similar searching based on people:

- Search Instagram and Instagram hashtags related to the topic.
- Search the apple podcast app for a topic.

- When you find a podcast, scroll to the bottom for the “You might also like”
section.



- Find a person who is in that space and see where they have been featured. Look at a
podcast they’ve been on and see if you can find more guests to see where those people
have been featured.

- Google it / search for articles that make lists like “top 10 hiking podcasts.”
- You can also make a list of local studios / facilities and see if they have podcasts.

Sometimes their SEO is terrible and the podcast won’t pop up in a google search, but if
you go to their website, you can find their podcast.

Keep adding to your excel spreadsheet / brainstorming doc.

Deciding what topics to pitch on / talk about

It’s chicken or egg on if you should search for podcasts first or have your list of topics first.

Sometimes seeing how other people frame the things you talk about in an interview will give you
ideas. Sometimes it’s easier to start with a short list of topics.

The first thing to remember is that it’s a GOOD thing if someone in the world has already
covered the same topic as you. It means that there is an audience that wants to listen to it.

Start broad. Then go specific.

First, list 3 to 5 topics that you get really excited talking about.

You can also list 3 to 5 core problems that your audience looks to you to solve.

Macklen wrote:

1. How to relieve hip or shoulder tightness / pain in a group yoga class or private session.
2. How to prepare for a guided day hike as a beginner hiker (equipment, but also balance

and strength)
3. How to incorporate daycare / preschool curriculum into kid yoga classes

Now see how you can put your unique twist on this.

For Macklen’s list, several ideas came to mind:

- Podcasts for parents who are worried about their kids attention span, mental health, or
school performance.

- Macklen could discuss on one of those podcasts how teachers / parents could
use yoga principles. She could also discuss why yoga would be great for those
kids and share some stories. She could also go to podcasts that are for kids with
specific challenges and discuss applications for it.

- Every beginner outdoor podcast ever...



- Preparing your body for hiking
- Injury prevention
- Reducing pain so you can bike and hike
- Equipment

- Find podcasts on aging better / exercise for over 50 / arthritis support
- Discuss pain prevention / management
- Discuss the best types of yoga and fitness interventions
- Go on an industry podcast and discuss techniques other trainers can use

Trisha’s potential audience / topics:

- General public who finds traditional yoga inaccessible / they have injuries
- Why it’s okay to use props
- Brain based training
- Play / non linear movement
- The intersection of yoga and strength

Podcast angles that Trisha can take:

- Yoga for injury prevention on a strength training or fitness podcast
- The value of training your brain as we get older (this is more for teachers. You could go

on a podcast for yoga teachers, but you might also be able to find a psychology /
wellness / mental health podcast too

- Balance and strength for people over 50 / people with pain

Consider your unique skill sets / background or your mission.

Intersect this with your pitch and the audience you try to reach.

Examples:

Vanessa, you have a young kid. You also are a sign language interpreter.

You could talk about:

- Self care / pain relief for sign language interpreters and caretakers
- How to increase accessibility of self care or fitness for the hearing impaired or deaf

community
- Self care techniques / foam rolling for new or busy parents on a parenting podcast

Larissa, you teach pelvic floor and core work, but have a strong message of smash the
patriarchy, so topics you could address:

- Racism in the women’s health



- The link between why women’s health is underserved and patriarchal values / white
supremacy

- How understanding and advocating for our bodies liberates women

Types of podcasts that you could potentially go on:

- Any podcast relating to women’s health / Pilates / yoga / fitness / strength training
- Political podcasts / feminist podcasts
- Research related podcasts (talk about the limited research that is out there and discuss

why it needs to change)
- Podcasts for new moms / pregnancy / hormone issues
- You could also go on a more physical therapist / medically related podcast and discuss

how movement teachers and medical professionals can work together for better patient /
client outcomes

Now that you have a list of podcasts, what do you do next?

Research them to pick the ones that seem like a good fit.

Step 1:

- Follow them on social media
- Subscribe to the podcasts and listen to several episodes
- Get on their mailing list
- Follow some of their guests who also have podcasts / who have cross over audiences to

yours
- Make sure that they actually take guests on their podcast
- Make sure that they are still podcasting. Some of these podcasts have been abandoned

or are no longer happening.

Step 2:

Once you’ve gotten to know their content, build a relationship, but don’t be a weirdo. ;-)

- Share an episode in IG stories / give them a shoutout on your main feed
- Send them an email thanking them for their work
- If you liked something that one of their guests did / a guest episode, make sure you

email that guest too.
- Respond to their IG stories
- Join their free private FB group and contribute helpful content

Step 3:

Pitch!



Depending on the podcast, there’s multiple ways that you can do this.

Option 1: If you have a friend who has been on the podcast, ask your friend to make an
introduction. This will make your odds of getting on much higher.

Option 2: Check their website for a podcast guest submission form. If they have a form, use it
to pitch yourself. People like it when you follow the rules / make their life easy.

Option 3: Find a direct email address if possible. Send them an email introducing yourself,
telling them why you value their work, and explaining why you might be a good fit for their
podcast.

Option 4: If you can’t find any of these things, you have two choices:

If you’ve been chatting with them in DM, you can shoot them a quick message saying that you’d
like to run something by them and asking if they have a good email address to reach them out.

(If you haven’t been chatting with them, don’t do this. It usually doesn’t go over well).

If you have no other options, send them a message through the contact form pitching yourself
and asking that your email be passed on to the appropriate person.

When you make your pitch for a specific podcast:

- Consider their audience and how you can create a unique angle
- Make sure they haven’t covered that exact same topic. Find a new way to position it if

they have.
- Consider current trends in the industry / time of year / or how you can even offer an

alternative perspective that is timely to what everyone else believes or is saying
- Specialize generic ideas: For example, you teach Pilates to help desk workers with

stiffness / pain / posture. We’re in a pandemic. You might be able to find a podcast that is
for nurses and talk about exercise for essential workers. You could also find a tech
podcast and discuss how Pilates or yoga could improve productivity and focus -
especially when working from home.

What to when you are on the podcast

For the beginning:

- Have a short intro about who you are, who you serve, what problems you solve.

For the end:



- Have a call to action to share at the end. Let them know about how to get on your list or
an opt-in that relates to that topic. You can also have a special offer. Oftentimes, podcast
hosts will have rules / ways that they want to do this, so you want to discuss this
beforehand.

- If you have a podcast / website / social media, be prepared to tell people where to find
you.

Don’t share all of this stuff at the beginning. People don’t know you yet, so it can feel really
weird and salesy.

Other general tips:

- Have fun. It’s just a conversation.
- Think of some stories / anecdotes that you can share that relate to the topics. This often

feels a lot more personal and practical for a listener.
- Realize that you don’t need to know everything or share everything you’ve ever learned.

All information is valuable and new to someone AND if someone likes what you had to
say, they can always join your list / pay you to work with you.

What to do after you’ve been on a podcast

Share it on social media

- Post 1: Announce the podcast
- Post 2: Pull a quote / share a piece of content that relates to the topic you discussed and

invite people to listen (You can do a handful of posts like this if you want!)
- Ask your friends to share it too! Podcasts take a ton of work. As podcast hosts, we really

appreciate it when people help spread the word about our work. It makes us much more
likely to bring you back or recommend you as a guest to our friends who have podcasts.

Share the podcast with your list

- Email your list a short overview of what you covered and then link to listen to the podcast
(there is a template for this!)

- You can share the podcast a second time as a PS in a follow up newsletter too.

Put the podcast link on your website

- Use the logo in an “As Seen In” bar.
- Name drop it on your about page.
- Put the podcast on your media / resources page.
- Write a blog post related to the topic and say I also discussed this on X podcast, click

here to listen and link to it.



-
Thank your podcast host.

- Send them an email or get their snail mail address and send them a card thanking them
for having you on and saying that if they ever need support or want to collaborate in the
future that would love to.

Final tips

- Hearing no is normal.
- Hearing let’s just talk and not getting invited for a year or 2 is normal.
- Not hearing back is normal.
- Don’t be discouraged. Keep trying. Keep building connections. This is a long game.
- Consume the content you want to be a part of

- Listen to podcasts. Notice what you like and don’t like about the podcast style
and the guests.

- Think about how you would frame a conversation for the end user.
- This is anecdotal, but I’ve had 3 podcasts and have run hundreds of interviews.

The best podcast guests are often podcast listeners.
- Build relationships, not PR.

- Take the time to study the work of the people who you want to connect with. You
don’t need to be a super fan (they’re just human beings), but people appreciate it
when people actually know their work before making an ask.

- Check what platforms they are active on, so you can figure out the best way to
connect. Don’t ask for a favor on a platform without doing your research.

- Your online content can influence if someone says yes.
- Consider blog posts that you’ve written
- Review your messaging on social media if you have it
- Guest post / guest blog if you don’t have a website or you want to expand your

web presence
- Odds are you know someone who can feature you in something. Offer to do a

piece of content for them. Get creative, but you want to be able to point to work
that you’ve done somewhere or people who you’ve collaborated with - even if it’s
not public facing on the internet.

- You don’t need a large following, but if what you are presenting is interesting,
unique, and smart OR if you have a clear direction / mission in your pitch it helps!


